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â€œKiss Aaron Lanter, on the lips, with your tongue, for ten seconds!â€•It could have been just

another school year for Samantha Banks. Her aim was simple: graduate top of her class, leave

town, and move to a good college, but at the same time, stay hidden under the radar. Yet, fate has

set a different course for her.Her path crossed Aaron Lanter, their high schoolâ€™s most famous

jock, but not in a good way. During a game of truth or dare, a drunken Sam kissed Aaron, which

made Nicole, his girlfriend, bent on a mission to destroy Sam.After suffering enough, Sam decides it

is time to fight back, and what greater opportunity than being designated as Aaronâ€™s tutor?

Absorbed by her goal, she is now entangled in her own vengeance, but not before her friends made

her realize that there is something more to this than an act of revengeâ€” discovering things about

herself and Aaron.What will they discover about themselves? How will they deal with the complexity

of their situations? Will what started as a nightmare scenario end well for both of them?This is not

your typical story of high school survival. This is a journey of freedom, revelations, and friendship.
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There were sentences that switched from present tense to future or past tense. There were

continuity problems. It rambled all over the place. The behavior of the characters was not explained,

or consistent. It reads more as fan-fiction of a harder, longer PS I Like You, which I loved. I didn't

love this book, and will not read anything else from this author.Drug use, drinking, casual references

to drugging and raping girls, sex. Nothing I can recommend about this book. I found it on a list of

books to read if I Like romantic comedy, but there wasn't anything romantic or funny about this

book.If you're still tempted to try this story out, do yourself a favor and download a sample first. The

whole book continues on in the way of the first chapters, and doesn't get any better.Full disclosure -

I read for 2 hours, then skipped to the end because I couldn't hope for improvement anymore. This

author needs to study writing, revising, and editing. This felt like a first draft that was never reread

before being published.

Not awful. Truly. I'd give it 2.5 stars. Didn't seem to be a comedy, though. I suspect the author is

young. Sometimes the observations were specific and spot on. Other times, they were poorly

chosen and superficial, like any randomly chosen episode of Glee. Though there were some errors

that an editor could fix (they have already been remarked upon by others) I think the author will get

better as she gets more life experience. The author is already asking the right questions of her

characters.

As with the title, there's nothing wrong with the story itself or the characters. It is an enjoyable read -

IF you can ignore the rampant amount of grammatical errors.Stay away until the author has the

minimum decency and respect to fix errors before expecting her readers to pay for her work.

I picked up this book and what surprises it held....at moments I loved the characters and the next

minute I wanted to shake them. The book held many twist and turns with Sam, Chloe, Aaron,

Nichole, and Dean. I was very surprised at how many themes this book was able to touch upon.

The book went into love, heartache, grieving, and bullying. I'm looking forward to seeing what Kimti

Alex will write next.



I got the impression that English isn't the author's first language. There were so many words and

phrases used in confusing and incorrect ways. The story line also didn't make sense. The main

character, Sam, is in an ongoing fight with the antagonist/love interest. He demeans her publicly

over and over, but she does his homework for him?! Because she's his tutor?! This makes no

sense. Who does that? I just couldn't finish it. I think it's great that people take a chance and follow

their dream-become and author, write a book. But, get an editor!!!!!! It's basic writing 101, you can't

see your mistakes, it's why you need an editor!

I started reading thins because I thought it sounded interesting. By the second chapter I hated it but

kept reading hoping it might improve. It didn't. It just got worse. The main guy does something very

unacceptable but she just accepts it and moves on. The main character was hard to relate to and

though her situation was sometimes bad I felt no sympothy for her because of how accepting she

was.This book has some horrible grammar and I wouldn't be surprised if it was a first draft. I was

physically cringing at the horrible mistakes in sentence structure. I can usually over look a couple of

mistakes in a book but I just couldn't take how many many mistakes there were. I stopped reading

about 30% into the book.Do your self a favor and pick a different book to read! It's a waste of time to

read this book.

This was so lengthy, there were times I felt I could skip whole chapters and not miss anything and

other times when I wanted the chapter to slow down. Either written or edited by someone who does

not speak English as their first language.

The story was decent. However, this book is proof of the importance of beta readers and editors. It

was very difficult to get past not only the grammatical errors but the redundancy of a lot of the

dialog.
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